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Culture Editor

They thought that would be the last of it and they
“Arrggghh,’ or a sound quite similar escaped John
would continue celebrating the day in obscurity,
Baur’s lips back in 1995 as he and his friend Mark
however shortly after the e-mail was sent, a column
Summers were playing racquetball. For most people,
came out all about Talk Like a Pirate Day with Dave
that sound wouldn't make any difference, but in this
Barry's name on it. “Within two weeks of that article
case that sounds went on to change the way people
appearing we were on the radio in Australia and
around the world celebrate Sept. 19.
Ireland,” said Baur, in a phone interview.
After Baur released his “Arrggghh,” because he had
Since then they've been on radio shows all across
pulled something that shouldn't be pulled, they both
the world, and
speaking
_ began
even received
in the likeness of
letter from
4
away
get
can
you
year
the
of
pirates.
Having “There’s no other time
club
so much fun with with calling your girlfriend a wench, and using sailing a yacht
in
Japan.
this they decided [or] pirate references as euphemisms that would
“Australians
to create a holiday
—_jove TLPD?
ered exceptionally distasteful.”
where
everyone otherwise be consid
said Baur.
would talk like a
Every year it
pirate. They date
Austin Corbett just gets bigger
was set for Sept.
McKinleyville Resident
and bigger, this
19, From then on
year Baur and
they would call
Summers are going down to Los Angeles where they
each other on Talk Like a Pirate Day (TLPD) and
will be celebrating the day with good old pirate-y
give each other a cheerful “Top of the mornn, me
excessiveness. Ye Old Tattoo Shoppe will host a
hearty. I be thirst’n for some rum,’ or “How's that
magnificent Talk Like a Pirate Day extravaganza
thur wench of yars?”
and pirate themes stores from
‘This went on between them and their circle of with all the costume
all over L.A. participating in the event.
friends, unnoticed to the world, until one day in
Baur and Summers don't just twiddle their
2002, Baur and Summers found their buried treasure
thumbs the rest of the year, these pirate guys are
- Dave Barry's (humor columnist and author) e-mail
address. So they buckled down the masthead and

e-mailed him, asking him to be the spokesman for
Talk Like a Pirate Day.

:

See PIRATE, pg. 6
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Jon

Mooney selects produce at the Arcata

Educational Farm last Friday
for his family’s share.
—

A lawsuit filed two years ago has nearly
severed a connection between the Arcata
Educational Farm and Humboldt
State
University.
That has not kept the Mooney family from
spending Fridays at the farm. Erin Mooney is a
graduate student at Humboldt State University
and, in addition to being a shareholder,
volunteers at the farm with her daughters
Torrin, 5, and Alissa, 10.
“Don't tell me you are a green school if you

CK

Wiyot Tribe said.
Noah Zerbe, Humboldt State political
science professor and advisor to the Students
for Community Food club that volunteers at
the farm, said the idea of community food is
growing in popularity.
“There are economic benefits to spending
money locally,” he said. “Safety in knowing
where your food comes from, and (community
food] creates the connection between people
and food, nature and people.”
There was a land agreement, between
Humboldt State and the City of Arcata, that said
the park-turned-farm would be a laboratory
for students. The city provided the land and
the university provided liability insurance and
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continued from pg. 4
non-profit status to the farm.
Twice a week shareholders, people who pre-pay for
produce, came to the farm and often blocked the road. This
prevented neighbors from being able to come and go as
they please. In 2005, neighbors filed a lawsuit against the
City of Arcata over access to the road that they shared with
the Arcata Educational Farm.
Despite the lawsuit, farm assistant Pete Barker said, “We
don't hold anything against the neighbors.” Instead they
let neighbors graze sheep and goats on the plots the farm
doesn't grow food on.
;
“It's an alternative to using a tractor to mow the grass,”
Barker said.
The city asked Humboldt State to take over the lawsuit,
since they had agreed to cover insurance. Before the lawsuit
could be settled the university stopped providing liability
insurance for students to be at the farm and no longer
allowed classes to meet or be instructed there.
Because of the lawsuit, an injunction was placed on the
farm stating that no more than three people could be on
the land at a time
and cars could not
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it all,” Barker said.
Noah Zerbe
‘The lawsuit was
Policial Science Professor
recently resolved. (Above) Violet Ray and her daughter
The
settlement Sparrow Sparrow look over the sunflowers
divided the cost of last Friday while they decided which
flowers to pick for their weekly bouquet. °
fixing the road, adding 10 parking spaces for the farm, and
water and sewer hook-ups for the farm and neighbors by

ON THE PLAZA

HAPPY HOUR: MON-SAT,
~2.00

PINTS

2-5 PM

three. The city and the two neighbors adjacent to the farm

will each pay a third of the cost.
Barker said the result is “a win-win situation, but it took
a lawsuit to bring it about.”
Now the lawsuit is settled. The road will be paved by
the end of October and Humboldt State will have the
opportunity to utilize the farm again.
If Humboldt State provided liability
insurance for students while they were at

the farm, classes, such as community and
sustainable agriculture could be taught
there again.
Paul

Mann,

Humboldt

State’s

Senior

Communication Officer said, “At this point
no one [at Humboldt State] even knows the
lawsuit has been resolved.”

If there were to be classes held at the
farm in the future it would be the decision
of an individual professor to bring the
matter forward, Mann said.
Rowan Steele, a farm assistant and
Humboldt State alumni, said “Is the school
going to take advantage of this amazing
resource?”
“There will always be overlap between
the farm and the university. [Humboldt
State] is a big part of this community,
but this is the future - urban, sustainable
agriculture. And for [Humboldt State] to
not be included would be a shame,’ Steele
said. -

Got somethingto say about this article?—
Comment at www.thejackonline.org
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Russell L. Davis, D.D.S.
(Below)
Farm
assistant
Pete
Barker
harvests bok choy to prepare for a
shareholder
pickup day in early September.
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continued from pg. 3
busy spreading the word of Talk Like a Pirate Day.
They have released the first book about pirates called
Pirattitude, and they have a sequel in the works.
Austin Corbett of McKinleyville, 18, said, “There's
no other time of the year you can get away with
calling your girlfriend a wench, and using sailing

loves news!!1
thejackonline.org
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believes that “a pirate trained in the art of ninjitsu
would be the ultimate life form.”
“Arrggghh, I be talk’n like a pirate [Wednesday]},”
said Kaydee Lindsey of McKinleyville who is now

that would

going to school in Washington, D.C. and is planning

otherwise be considered exceptionally distasteful.”
Ivan Mattos, was a senior at McKinleyville High
during last year’s Talk Like a Pirate Day. He sat next
to Corbett in English class, “It was weird because he
was ending everything he said with ‘Arrggghh.”
When the teacher asked if the class had anything
to share, Corbett stood up and announced that it was
Talk Like a Pirate Day. “Pretty much everyone who
knows Austin took part in Talk Like a Pirate Day,”

on attending a pirate vs. ninja debate in favor of
pirates.

Baur said that the pirate vs. ninja debate is mostly
because ninjas are jealous of pirates, if it were left
up to pirates there would be no conflict, just more
rum.

Got something to say about this article? Comment
www.thejackonline.org
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Weekly University Police Department

logs with a twist, and a cup of

September

Sunset Ct. No word on whether
the incident is tied to the ongoing

10

\t 12:44 a.m., in Cypress
Hall, the odor of marijuana was
icers
contacted
a
reported,
resident and determined the call
to be unfounded.
In a related story, officers

war

responded to the same dorm about
was

checked and officers were unable
to locate the odor, On a similar

reportedly seen, using the women's
bathroom on the first floor. That

note,
the
Pepperwood . Hall
brownie bake sale was deemed a

call was also
unfounded.

great success.

an

hour

later

after

Bigfoot

determined

to

be

yetween

BMXers

and

cited for probation violation, the
other for being the most likely to

become the next Barney Gumble.
September 11

At 10:31

p.m., the report of

the odor of marijuana

was made

in Pepperwood Hail. The area was

At 8:18
complaint of
Sunset Hall.
room refused

p.m., there was a
marijuana odor in
The residents of the
to open the door.

- At 9:35 p.m., the compiaint of
the odor coming trom a residence
in Willow Hall , the residents were

gone on officers arrival.
- At 3:35 p.m., a report was
taken for suspicious e-mails being
received at the Student Disability
Resource Center. The e-mails

were deemed suspicious because
they promised to help enhance
the centers “size.”
The school issued a statement

saying that the SDRC cannot
be expanded in any way at this
present time.

- At 11:05 p.m., the odor of
marijuana was reported on the
sixth floor of Cypress Hall. The
area was checked and one resident
was contacted, with negative
contraband located by officers.
No word on what became of the
positive contraband.
September 12
- At 5:52 p.m., a report was,
made of a minor injury to a
skateboarder on Plaza Ave. at

September 15
At

- At 9:13 p.m., in Maple Hall,

subjects were contacted - one was

www.bignpetespizza.com
myspace.com/bigperespizzeria

meant to enhance people's “size.”

1604

September 14
- At 12:04 a.m., a complaint
was made of residents being loud,
drinking and refusing to cooperate
with

|

Housing

emplovees.

Subjects were ‘contacted and
Housing handled it. Housing
instituted a new rule stating that
if students wish to be rowdy while
intoxicated, they should do so
at school sporting events to give
Humboldt State a proper college
atmosphere.
- At 3:24 p.m.
officers
stopped and contacted a male
non-student for handing out
solicitous fliers on campus. The
man was warned and given an
advisement to stay off campus.
Officers became suspicious when
it was determined that the flyers
were advertisements for products

1:20

a.m.,

a

g stroot

off the footbridge

skateboarders.

September 13
there were reports of an underage
resident drinking in the hail. Two

coffee...

compiaint

on

of a loud party on Laurel Drive
was made. Officers contacted
the resident who agreed to quiet
down. The resident promised that
in the future all chess tournaments
would be held in the afternoon.

the

corner

for the annual

Running

hsu

15th

&

g

sun - wed: Ifam - 10 pm

thurs - sat: 11am - 11pm
happy

hour:

- At 2:14 a.m., a complaint to
subiects being loud at the Hill
Quad gazebo was made. The
subjects were gone upon officers’
arrival. Officers said they would
have arrived sooner had it not
been

of

arcata

from

& - 7pm

dally

take-out
meals

of

of another

the Hippies event.

kind

September 16
- At 2:15 a.m., a subject was
cited as a minor in possession

of alcohol in the Library Lot.
Following the incident, the school
announced the closing of the bar
in the children’s books section.
At

2:28

a.m.,

there

was

Drug Activity: 8
Alcohol Violation: 2
DUL 0

Trinidad Shopping Center

6770390

a

complaint of students being loud
at the Creekview gazebo. There
was also the odor of marijuana
when subjects left an apartment
in Willow Hall. It was quiet on the
officer's arrival and departure. As
a result of missing two potential
busts, the television show COPS
announced it is terminating its
contract with Humboldt State.

Totals:

Lunch & Dinner, Tues.-Sun. 10am-7pm

www. kahish.com
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Dustin’s Dilemma
ag

When Dustin isn't singing with his Band,
He's ordering Shoes for our Shoe Dept.
Unfortunately,

he's overstocked! :
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The following were arrested for suspicion of
drunk driving, according to the Humboldt
County Sheriff's Office.
September 10

September 7

Kathleen Grubba, 41, of Eureka - EPD
Rafael Rosales, 53, of Eureka - EPD

Eric Breed, 32, of Eureka - CHP

Home delivery service
rate!

Dicheck

Expiration Date (MM/YY)

OT

rhe

September 8

September 15

Jacob Williams, 20, of Fortuna - CHP

Alexander Mirkin, 21, of Elk Grove - FOPD

Alexander Bean, 20, ofEureka - CHP
William Starry, 47, of Garberville - CHP
Roxanna Ohara, 25, of Honeydew -CHP
Dylan Wilson, 19, of Arcata - CHP
September 9
Eugene Williams, 52, of Eureka - CHP
Gary Barker, 64, of Willow Creek - EPD
Curtice Hagel, 29, of Manila -EPD
Jennifer Brandt, 35, of Arcata - CHP
Darcey Duncan, 22, of Mckinleyville - CHP

Howard Anderson, 58, of Mckinleyville - CHP
Jimmie Tolley, 50, of Willow Creek - CHP
Dale Trabue, 43, of Mckinleyville - CHP
Cory Baird, 31, of Scotia - CHP
Billy Kalgreen, 22, of Mckinleyville - EPD
September 17

Gail Yarbrough, 51, of Eureka - EPD

Offer expires 10/31/07

Student ID #
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Sept. 14th..... DJ SALSA MAN, Tickets $5.00 at the door.

Sept. 19th..... Everton Blender w/ Jus Goodie &
Isha Blender: Adv Tix $20 / $25 at the door.

Sept. 21, 22.. From G-Unit it's Handkufz:

3 Shows

Early Show 9/22 20 and under, door @ 7 pm.

All Shows: Adv Tickets $12 / $15 at the door

Sept 28th..... Star of David w/ Tuff Lion & Davis Morrison
Tickets $20.00

Oct 13th...... I-Grade Reggae Showcase
Advance Tickets $17.00
Unless noted, all shows 21 and Over; Doors @ 10: pm Show @ 10:30 oe
Ticktets @ The Works, The Metro, Humboldt Custom Audio: “th iUMBOLDT—.
www.mazzottis.com
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Photo by Blake Weaver

California Highway Patrol Officer Paul Dahlan displayed the Evidential Portable Alcohol System the latest
technology used to detect blood alcohol content of suspected drunk drivers during arecent press conference.

Drunk driving
enforcement increases

no excuse for it”

Blake Weaver
Staff Writer

The California Highway Patrol, in partnership
with state and local agencies, has started a campaign
to reduce the number of drunk driving arrests in
Arcata. It will be an educational and enforcement
campaign designed to reduce alcohol-involved
collisions. It is called the Option B program, as it
will give students another option to drinking and
driving. The program began Sept. | and will last for
one year.
“The DUI threat constantly puts people in
danger” said Captain Robert J. Del Mase of the
California Highway Patrol. “We aren't just going to
increase enforcement of DUIs, but raise awareness.”
Officer

John

Packer

of the

attitude that it’s no big deal to drink and drive, or
they somehow justify it. But people die from drunk
drivers all the time. I know a few people that have
been killed by drunk assholes on the road. There's

Humboldt

State

University Police said the program would make an
emotional appeal to the students through stories of
DUI tragedies. “We want to raise awareness of the
dangers of consuming alcohol, because everyone is
affected; even those who aren't drinking, as they are
often the victims of DUI accidents.”
Emily Gruzi, Humboldt State sophomore and
art major, supports the program. “I think this is a
great idea.” she said. “Too many people have the

. FAMILY OWNED &
OPERATED SINCE 1968

=~

Part of the program will be the placement of DUI
checkpoints located at or near campus, especially
when major events are taking place on campus.
“You can expect to see more uniformed officers
on campus and at campus events,’ said Tom Dewey,
Chief of the Humboldt State Police Department.
Dewey said that the educational side of the
program should be the most powerful tool to make
people pause before drinking and driving, “This isn’t
just about enforcement, but about getting people to
make wise choices and give them the information
they need to make those choices.”
In 2001, there were 336 DUI incidents in Arcata:
In 2006, that number rose to 442, indicating a rising
trend of drunk driving and a need for a different
approach to the problem.
Paul Mann, senior communication officer for
Humboldt State said, “We want to educate the college
students. We don’t want students to jeopardize their
student careers, their lives, or the lives of others by
drinking and driving.”
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speak on the conferences theme
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“Crossing Borders.”
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Timothy J.
Lensmire,
keynote
speaker for
the 2007
Fall English
Conference,
will be on
campus
Friday.
Ma

Timothy

3s

Lensmire

J

Lubricants

AUTO

BRAKE

5:30

FRIDAY

Timothy
J. Lensmire will
provide the Keynote Address for
this yeay’s Fall English Studies
Conference Uniting Educators on
Friday, September 20 in Founders
Hall. Lensmire, author of Powerful
Writing, Responsible ‘Teaching
and When Children Write, will

no appointment neccasary

:

:

What will you be discussing
during your keynote address?
The keynote address is going
to be based on a paper | wrote
exploring some early storytelling
that I did as a senior ia high
school. What I do is I look at
my storytelling as a form of later
black-faced minstrel. I was telling
a Brier Rabbit Story. In looking
back at that storytelling now and
what I was doing in that story I am
convince that there were echoes
of earlier racist traditions.

call for appointment!

Do you believe
that this past type of genre affects
writing even today in students
that you meet in high schools
and elementary schools?
There are certainly echoes of
this in all sorts of things. It displays
white fascination with people
of color, as well as stereotyping
and the appropriating of culture.
Elvis would have been a white
performer that had experience
with some black performers then
stole some ideas from them on
how to perform. Now the main
consumers of Hip Hop are white

young people in the United
States. There are echoes all the
way through.
How

did

you

become

involved in writing research?
I taught for a while in central
Wisconsin.

I

was _ teaching

seventh grade English.
I got interested in how these
classrooms as sort of potentially
radical
democratic
spaces.
In which authority would be
played with. Traditional teacher
authority would be de-centered
and students would take and
increased roll within the class. It
was that excitement and interest
that took me to graduate school.
Listen to the full interview
and more discussion on cultural
appropriation on The Humboldt
Report - Friday at 1lam on KRFH.
net
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Attention Campus Community
The University Police Department
will be conducting a test of the
Campus Emergency Alert System
(meant for ANY emergency) on:

9/27 at 10:45 AM

Emergency Cell/Text Message Alert:
A brief text message about the emergency can
be sent to all those who provide HSU with their |
personal cell phone number via the WEBREG |

SYSTEM

dis

(QuickLink on Homepage,

call Help
at 4357 if you need assistance).
This |

Desk
message wil be sent as soon as information is
confirmed and our technology can send it.

Clocktower Bellis Universal Alert Signal:
Ring Continuously Multiple Tones

Bells
thd

Try going to these sources of information when you hear bells, receive
cell-phone text or see emergency signage for this test:
e www. humboildt.edu/emergency
¢ 826-INFO (4636)
recorded campus conditions line will take simultaneous calls

¢ KHSU 90.5 FM
will broadcast regular updates as information becomes available
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Our Superior Local Service
Makes All The Difference!
Students: Make Us Your Center For
° Toner

eink, Paper, Supplies!
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We've office products you need at competitive prices!

Pacific Paper Co.
2825 F Street * Eureka
443-3158 ¢ Fax: 443-0547

Free delivery

Q:

833 H Street ° Arcata
822-0527 ° Fax: 822-0546

from Trindad to Scotia...No Minimum Order!

Where is

the best place
in Humboldt
to get fine
chocolate?
On the Gazebo in
Old Town

2nd & F St, Eureka
irtesy

of Wildland

Firefighter

A helicopter was used by firefighters from the Santa Barbara Fire Department on August 24, 2007 in
the battle against an ongoing fire near Zaca, California in Brubaker Canyon.

ia
ve

445.0326

Melinda Spencer
__ Staff Writer

As the residents -of Santa Barbara County
prepared for festivities in the early afternoon of July
4, the smell of smoke and the low drone of fire trucks
disturbed their merrymaking.

Humboldt State University student Chris Braden,
a resident of the Santa Barbara area, witnessed what
has been categorized as the second-largest fire in
California's history. He was in Santa Barbara from
day 14 to day 28 of the fire.
“The smoke and ash being dropped onto the
Goleta and Santa Barbara area was intense,” he said.
Firefighters such as Kyle Luker, a wildland
firefighter from the Santa Barbara Fire Department,
spent more than a month taming the blaze that
consumed more than 240,000 acres, according to
the California Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection.

Several Humboldt State students helped control
the burn. Jenifer Muha, a forestry student in her
second year, assisted firefighters from the air as a
Geographic Information System (GIS) operator for
two weeks in July and August.
“Please don't call me a firefighter. I'm not,” Muha
said. “I'ma GIS technician. Firefighters work on the
ground fighting fire. I'm a nerd who tracks the fire.”
It is typical, both Luker and Muha said, for a fire
technician to travel large distances to assist other fire
departments in taming major blazes. Luker, who is

going into his fifth season with the Santa Barbara
Fire Department, has traveled to Arizona to assist in
the control of a blaze, but spoke of comrades who
have fought fires in nearly all fifty states.
“One is more likely to go out-of-state when they
work for the U.S. Forest Service since it is a nationally
run agency,’ Luker said.
When Luker worked for the forestry service,
he was able to fight fires in Arizona, but that same
crew has gone to many other states as well. Now
that he works for a county municipality, his main
job is responding to fires within the Santa Barbara
County.

Student firefighters make the choice to go to
school full-time during the school year and fight fires
only in the summer or only attend school during
the spring semester when it is no longer fire season.
Muha, on the other hand, remains active with her
unit while she attends classes.

“I am still working weekends with my crew,’
Muha said. “I have the ability to work a few days and
give one of the other GIS techs a few days off?”

The opportunity to go out and help firefighters
as a GIS technician has strengthened Muha’s faith in
her career choice. “I love my job. It is the best job
| have ever had,” she said. “I hope next summer is
even better”
Got something to say about this article? Comment

at www.thejackonline.org
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Introducing an enlightening new idea: Your Navigator
from U.S. Cellular® it's a GPS system with a local
search function built right into your phone. With
voice-guided, turn-by-turn directions, clarity
and direction are just a call or a visit away.
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Staff Sgt. Yance T. Gray, 26, of Ismay, Mont.
Staff Sgt. Gregory Rivera-Santiago, 26, of St.
Croix, Virgin Islands
Sgt. Michael C. Hardegree, 21, of Villa Rica,
Ga.

September 9 Cpl. Travis M. Woods, 21, of Redding, Calif.
Sgt. Alexander U. Gagalac, 28, of Wahiawa,
Hawaii
Staff Sgt. Courtney Hollinsworth, 26, of Yonkers, N.Y.
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Sgt. Nicholas J. Patterson, 24, of Rochester,

Ind.
Spe. Ari D. Brown-Weeks, 23, of Abingdon,

Md.

Pfc. Sammie E. Phillips, 19, of Cecilia, Ky.

Spc. Steven R. Elrod, 20, of Hope Mills, N.C.
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U.S. Soldier casualties compiled Sept.
18 from www.globalsecurity.org/
military/ops/iraq_casualties.htm.

72,596 to

27,004 wounded|
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Sgt. Omar L. Mora, 28, of Texas City, Texas

September 10 -

3,837 killed

Humboldt

Hookahs

between Sept. 8 to Sept. 10

Cpl. Carlos E. Gilorozco, 23, of San Jose, Calif.
Lance Cpl. Jon T. Hicks Jr., 20, of Atco, N.J.

pieces

Clothing

Information collected from U.S. Department of Defense Web site on Sept. 18.
September 8 Cpl. Ryan A. Woodward, 22, of Fort Wayne,
Ind.
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Arunning tally of
the lives lost due
to the War in Iraq,
beginning in March
2003.

Names of U.S. soldiers killed in Iraq
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Editorial

No confidence
At the Academic Senate’s open forum last Tuesday, several
faculty openly voiced their support for a vote of no-confidence
(lacking confidence in one’s leadership) against President Rollin
Richmond.
Amajorconcern
voiced by faculty pertained toan environment
lacking shared governance about university decisions, as he is
the absolute decision-maker for university policy. The future

- direction of Humboldt State was another concern cited at the
forum.
The question that must be asked by all on campus is whether

or not President Richmond is a good leader. Have his decisions
benefited students, faculty, staff or the university?
Let's look at our president: openly hostile toward the faculty
union (voiced in speeches and e-mails), has a desire to reorient
the university toward research as opposed to teaching (just
ask Stone Brusca), has a paternalistic attitude toward students

(just ask the Associated Students) and a disdain for popular
democracy (remember the recent $202/semester student fee
increase 81 percent of students who voted opposed).

Add a climate of fear perpetuated from a confusing, and
controversial, budget crisis and you have good reasons for being
skeptical of his leadership. But one should not confuse two
beasts for one.
One beast plaguing Humboldt State breathes its fire from Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger's office in Sacramento as he butchers
funding for higher education. The other beast residing in Siemens
Hall, President Richmond, hiding behind the governor's constant
budget cuts to distract others from his own failed leadership.
That's not to mention his radically different, corporate view of
higher education focusing on mass recruitment and surfaceappealing beautification projects.
We should give credit where it's due: the university might hit
its enrollment target and students have free bus rides to Eureka.
Would a vote of no-confidence change anything? That

depends. CSU Chancellor Charles Reed perpetuates the same
radical view of higher education, disgust for the faculty union
and pushes for yearly executive pay increases. We doubt the
Chancellor will listen to such a vote seriously.
However, a vote could have a different impact, especially if
joined by Associated Students and others on campus horrified

by the direction our university is taking. Even if a no-confidence
vote doesn't get rid of President Richmond, the public record
would forever document his legacy, and future potential students

to Humboldt State would hear those tales and know what kind of
university they're coming to.
Optimistically, President Richmond could change his mind
and choose to truly work with others on campus, and not
continue acting like what political scientists call a dictator.

Letters from our readers:
Make a good
name for
bicyclists
A. Arnold
Letter to the editor

Reading
Colleen
Robert's
story about Professor Kelsey
saddened me and I hope for
his speedy recovery. The article
got me thinking. I am a former
Humboldt State student - turned
Arcata resident. I use my bike
as one of my main methods of
transportation and also have
had some shaky encounters with
drivers not paying attention.
However, I would like to take
this opportunity to remind all
cyclists reading this [letter]
of your responsibility as well.
Each school year I notice a large
increase in irresponsible cycling.
Bicyclists darting in front of
cars and pedestrians, riding the
wrong way, running people off
sidewalks, breezing through stop
signs without a glance, etc. This
is especially true at the corner
of H and 11th streets. I know
cyclists don't want to loose their
momentum going down the hill,
but as a resident of this street
I have seen numerous neardeath misses. Not only will (no

exaggerating here) this get you
killed, but will put your death
on the conscious of an innocent
person.
Think about it and make a
good name for bicyclists. Arcata
will appreciate it. Thanks.
Arnold is a resident of
Arcata, Calif.

No safe place
for vegans

with viruses and bacteria such
assalmonella, listerra, E. coli,
campylobacter,and streptococcus,
which can be harmful if not fatal
to people, especially given our
already
overworked
immune
systems. The urea in animal
flesh also contains toxins. It has
furthermore recently been shown
that cooked animal flesh contains
heterocyclic amines, which are
carginogenic chemicals that form
during the cooking process. Thus,

go?) because

by not cooking

fast.

flesh enough,

Martha Devine
Dear Lumberjack,
In reference to your review of
the Organic Planrt Festival held
inEureka last month, I am writing
to challenge your assertion that
“the food offered at the festival did
not have toxins because it was allorganic. There were a wide variety
of foods ranging from vegan soup
to cheeseburgers.”
It is well known that animal
foods, whether they be “organic”
or not, are heavily contaminated

to a

state

even give it to you in time to buy
your books, pay rent, and pay

your atrocious dues.
Why

Why

is

this

has attending

happening?

a STATE

FUNDED, public university that

was created for the students of
working class people become so
damn expensive? Well, things are
shifting. And they are shifting

we may expose ourselves to
Starting this year (according
salmonella, E.coli, and other
to an agreement between the
pathogens, and by cooking it, CSU's administration and our
we end up eating cancer-causing ~ Governator) student fees are
chemicals formed by heating the
projected to go up a minimum
animal fat.
of 10% every year until 2010-11.

At

the

Organic

Planet

Festival, I heard many attendees
complaining
about
_the
unfortunate placement of the
“organic” grilled
beef burger
booth which was spewing toxic
meat smoke over the KidsArea all
day. Located right at the entrance,
through which everyone had to
pass, there was no escape from
the noxious fumes of the grilling
urea-soaked flesh.
We were all forced to place
ourselves “in harm's way” and to
be reminded that there are few
safe places, even in “eco-groovy”
Humboldt County, for vegans,
vegetarians, or the animals they
love and, therefore,choose not to
eat.

Have
County!

a_

heart,

Humboldt

Devine is a resident of
Arcata, Calif.

Something’s
wrong here
Sarah Shoenberger
Letter to the editor

Letter to the editor

going

college is now YOUR financial
responsibility, and then doesn't

Well, well, well. Welcome
back to Humboldt State! How
was getting ready for school?
Oh, what's that? The tuition
was substantially higher this
semester? Oh _ really?! 21.1
percent higher? How could that
be??? Oh, and what's this? You
were late getting your text books
because your financial aid check
didn’t go through.
I know. That's weird isn't it?

‘The government makes you take
out a.loan (with interest, and
just WHERE

does that interest

That means ALL of us who are
currently enrolled will face school
becoming less and less affordable
each year that we attend.

Is this ok? Is this something to
be accepted because, well, “you
can't succeed without a college
education and if you have to take
out massive loans, so be it?” Or

maybe your parents are paying.
So who cares if it goes up? That's
what they saved for anyways.
Well, here is the real problem:
Fees will keep rising while the
administration cries a lack of
funding. So, classes will grow,
and the burden of large, heavy
classes will be placed on faculty
who are part-time lecturers.

Bless their souls. Taking on fulltime loads with minimal pay, and
absolutely no job security. All for
what? Not to mention the fact

that if I get to Spanish class less
than five minutes before it starts,
I’m sitting on the floor. Oh yeah,
and being a Sophomore, I STILL
can't seem to get those GE's in
because by the time I register,
they are all gone! I don't know
about you, but I feel like I've
been paying more, and getting
less. There is something going
seriously wrong here.
Shoenberger is a Humboldt
State student

Need a soapbox?
E-mail your
letters to Torrin at
teho@humboldt.edu
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THIS IS HOW YOu TREAT ME
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RATIONS ANO GAVE.
YE MORE WORK?

WE NO
LONGER
HAVE
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YER LEADERSHIP!
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More letters...

i

Glass irks Eureka resident

Glass vs. Arkley,

Colleen Hedrick

a sumo match

Letter to the editor

an event?
Have
E-mail the info to:

DD Orlandi & Tom Dammann

Dear Editor,

Letter to the editor

Editor,
Larry Glass appears to have targeted Rob Arkley, his family, and the
[We] have come up with a way for [Larry] Glass and [Rob] Arkley
Marina Project in a sort of dime novel vendetta.
to settle their differences in a manner that would not cost taxpayers a
Glass stocked bumper stickers and t-shirts to belittle the Arkleys
dime, could benefit a local charity, and would provide entertainment
in his shops. The stickers were free and the t-shirts sold at cost. Part
to the community. We think that both gentlemen should don
of his grievance apparently stemmed from the many community
inflatable sumo suits and have a best two-out-of-three contest in a
contributions made by the Arkley family. That's a crummy reason for .
central location...Perhaps the Eureka boardwalk? We would happily
malice. Why use a store's marketing space to attack and belittle fellow
pay to see it!
citizens? Disagreeing with the Marina Track proposal is one thing but
So how ‘bout it guys, a friendly and binding pseudo-sumo match
why make it personal? What motivates that sort of hate?
to decide the issue? Each of you picka charity and the proceeds from
The Marina Track detractors had years and years to propose and
the admission fee would go to the winner's choice. Bow and come out
implement any purpose they viewed as acceptable and did nothing.
bouncing...
They still do nothing except throw mud. They are long on negative

rhetoric and personal abuse and way short on making a constructive

alternative work. Many community members strongly favor
Arkley’s project.
Glass has worked at the “small man syndrome.” It seems likely
he just kept sniping and embarrassing the Arkley family until he
told to desist. He was sent an email apology but ran to the police

the newspaper to claim he’s threatened and abused.

s

the

that
was
and

I once owned

a dachshund who worked lots of overtime yapping and snapping at

a neighbor's German shepherd. She finally got her come-uppance.
Then she got smart, shut up, and left the shepherd alone. I liked that
little dog a lot.
Hedrick is a resident of Eureka, Calif.

DD Orlandi is a resident of Blue Lake, Calif.
Dammann is a resident of Arcata, Calif.
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Guest columns
Historic Democratic

forum in Spanish
Mabel Jimenez-Hernandez
Guest Column

Early last week, all the internet gossip was about Britney's allegedly
(I don't agree) flabby physique on the MTV Video Music Awards
of Sunday September 9th. Unfortunately, few Americans know that
earlier that night, real history was being made. Seven out of the eight
democratic pre-candidates running for the presidency participated in
a forum that directly addressed spanish-speaking Americans. It was
transmitted live via multiple media formats managed by Univision,
the largest Spanish language television station in the United States. it
was made available on TV and radio stations all across the country
and online. Pre-candidates Hillary Clinton, Christopher Dodd,
John Edwards, Mike Gravel, Dennis Kucinich, Barack Obama and
Bill Richardson all accepted the invitation. Joe Biden was the only
democrat who was absent. The event was arranged specifically for
the Spanish speaker: viewers sent in their questions online, which
were then asked to candidates in Spanish, and translated for them
simultaneously into English. The candidates had to answer in English
(even Bill Richardson and Chris. Dodd, the only democratic candidates
who speak fluent Spanish), and their answers were translated back to
Spanish for the audience. ‘The topics revolved around the top concerns
for the Latino population: health care, school desertion, homeland
security, education, and of course, immigration.
It is the first event of its kind and it’s about time. After all, the
United States is second only to Mexico as the country with the largest
Spanish- speaking population in the world. It is possible that this will
be seen asa risky political move, giving the perception that addressing
Latinos in their mother tongue encourages a lack of acculturation
to American life. However, strictly speaking, the need for this to be
done in Spanish is not really that high, after all, 78 percent of the 44
million Latinos in the United States are bilingual. So why go through
so much trouble? Well, despite the fact that a majority of the Hispanic
population speaks English, seven out of every ten choose to speak
Spanish at home. And more than any other immigrant group, they

Should media
be concerned

oo a

private lives?

so aaiaaaa

with public
officials’

U.S poised to attack Iran?
Brendan Blake
Guest Column

The United States Armed Forces are currently building up troops and equipment around Iran, and
the United States is prepared to destroy 10,000 targets in Iran within a few hours of notification by the
truly appreciate the efforts others make in trying to understand that.
president. A recent study by British military analysts Dr. Dan Plesch and Martin Butcher, just removed from
In fact, I think it touches a soft spot that could have a more relevant _ US embargo on August 28th 2007, suggests that there is a significant likelihood that the U.S. is prepared
impact than that of the very content that transpired at the forum.
and willing to execute a massive assault on Iran, potentially destroying all major military, economic and
After all, if people really want to know what's going on, they can get
political infrastructure in the country.
their little niece to translate for them. The real significance lies in the
Although controversial, there was significant media coverage leading up to the U.S. invasion of Iraq.
fact that the pre-candidates are taking the time to acknowledge and to
Coverage of potential military engagement with Iran, however, has been minimal. Most news and
openly invite us to participate in civic life. It is a symbolic move and it
discussion has focused on the state of the Iranian nuclear program, as well as diplomatic tensions between
will be only to the benefit of the participants. It says “yes, you are here
the U.S. and Iran.
and you are worth the trouble.”
In their paper, “Considering a war with Iran: A discussion paper on WMD in the Middle East,’ Plesch
Univision was also planning on holding a forum of a similar
and Butcher illustrate that the U.S. is well prepared to wage war, and has the motivation. Since around 2002
nature featuring the republican candidates, unfortunately, out of the
the U.S. has been developing a national security strategy known as “Global Strike,” which can coordinate nineteen; only Senator John McCain agreed to participate. At the time
decisively’ powerful bombing campaigns, missiles strikes and land-sea-air invasions anywhere in the
of this writing, it is unclear if Univision will try to hold a republican
world, all planned and executed within a few days. “Global Strike” can supposedly be used to locate and
forum with only one candidate. Considering that ever since President
attack around 20,000 targets within a day or two, at least double what would be necessary to cripple Iran.
Nixon, every republican candidate to win more than 30 percent of the
Nuclear weapons use is considered in this U.S. war strategy, but is unlikely to be employed against Iran due
Hispanic vote has reached the presidency, it seems quite foolish to
to social unpopularity and lack of military utility. Currently the U.S. has ample forces in Iraq, Afghanistan,
decline the invitation by a media chain that reaches 99 percent of this
the Persian Gulf, mobile re-supply ships in the Indian Ocean, and new mobile bases and allies in nearby
population. Latinos are still up for grabs as far as party loyalty goes.
Israel, Turkey, Azerbaijan, Pakistan and Kazakhstan.

maintain a tie to the language of their heritage. Not to mention we

In the 2000 election George W. Bush received 31 percent of their vote.

In 2004 it was 44 percent. This year might just have been the worst
time to show a lack of interest for the Spanish speaker. The National
Council of La Raza estimates that only about half of the 17 million
Hispanic citizens of voting age will head to the polls in 2008. But

Potential targets of special interest to the U.S. are Iranian nuclear program facilities (regardless of whether
or not Iran is in the early stages of producing nuclear weapons), chemical facilities, military targets and

regime “loyalists.” Yet the study argues that a minimal target attack scenario is unlikely. The authors claim

| that a much broader attack is more likely. Iran is a regional power, and controls or influences a great deal
of fossil fuel trade and production (2nd largest oil producer, first in natural gas). Iran.is also the most

ive it a few more election cycles. Regardless of the feelings we each,
:
:
‘
give
it a fe
ae one
“6
Ae hog
Bs we ac’ _ important anti-U.S. power in the region, and regime change through heavy destruction of government,
may have over the continuous growth of this bilingual society, itis _ military
4.
ay
kas
and economic targets would be conducive to long-term U.S. political
objectives.

clear that the trend isn't disappearing anytime soon. After all, half the ©

people born in America today are Hispanic. And elected officials are
starting to court them, even in only out of necessity.
Jimenez-Hernandez is a resident of Arcata, Calif.

U.S. vessels.are also prepared to defend the Straits of Hormuz, a vital oil-shipping lane out of the Persian

Gulf, utilizing naval power, limited Marine land invasions and heavy air support. The study suggests that
Iranian capability to defend against a large and sophisticated U.S. air assault is minimal, leaving Iranian
see IRAN, on page 18
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srief synopsis

of wide-angle

lens
E-mallimesiackat
thelackOhumboldvedu

A. Dominic Efferson
Photo Columnist

The lessons discussed in the wcekly photography column are aspects/tips/techniques learned
from HSU photography professor Mark Larson, HSU photography professor Don Anton, Rob
Sheppard of Outdoor Photography magazine, freelance photography legend Bob Krist and all
the wonderful people who have come into my life with both camera, and camera questions.
Now that we've got you thinking about how you're framing your photographs and how
the light is affecting them, let's discuss lenses. In particular, let's discuss the wide-angle lens.
If you are working with a digital or film SLR (single lens reflex) your wide-angle lens is going
to be anything under 28mm in focal length (i.e. 28mm, 18mm, 15mm, or, if you have the
money, an 8mm “fisheye”). If you are working with a point-and-shoot camera yourcan just
think of wide-angle as the exact opposite of zooming in.
The main trick to shooting wide-angle photographs is getting close to the subject. This
will give the larger-than-life appearance that you see in so many good photographs.
A breakdown: say you want a photograph of your girlfriend/boyfriend at Huiboldt State
it
to send back home to your family and you want to make sure that your photo implies that
Hall.
's
was taken at Humboldt. A great place to make the image might be at Founder
What you might do is take your significant other to the base.of the stairs to Founder's Hall
gle lens or
and place him/her in the left hand side of the frame. Next, attach your wide-an
your camera
zoom all the out with your point-and-shoot. Then, get really close and angle
ing a sense of
up a little bit. The Founder's Hall tower will fill in the background, suggest
And, with the
place, and smiling jovially in the foreground will be your girlfriend/boyfriend.
.
assistance of your wide-angle lens, he/she will boldly frame the picture
wide-angle lens, but
‘This is by no means meant to be a set rule as to how to shoot with a

Until next
you can, take this scenario and apply it to other shots you are intending to take.
week, keep creating great photographs!
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‘Maybe In your limited “linear time’,
Grie. But the space-time between |
here and my home relative to the
speed of light is trivial.
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Story ideas?

continued from page 16
ground forces open to destruction by air power. Additionally, the
authors suggest that the main arguments given against U.S. invasion
are not strong. Plesch and Butcher suggest that Iran would have a
hard time defending itself, would not necessarily be able to rallya
strong backlash with its Shiite allies in southern Iraq, Palestine and
Lebanon, nor is it likely that Iran would be able to significantly disrupt
oil production and trade in the Persian Gulf. U.S. public opinion also
might not be sufficient to prevent a war, because all popular 2008 U.S.
presidential candidates have expressed a willingness to attack Iran “if

necessary.
‘Though such a war would undoubtedly cost billions of dollars, not
to mention millions of Iranian and perhaps thousands of American
lives, current war spending is less than the Reagan era, by percent of
total economy, and neither outlandish spending nor poor planning
prevented the Second Iraq War. Is there any chance that diplomatic
relations will improve, and that the European Union, Russia or the
United Nations could broker a peaceful nuclear program agreement
and inspections, assuaging tensions with the US? This appears
unlikely in light of Irana€TMs past concealment of their programs,
and the US&€TMs past insistence on taking the hard line. If the US
does attack-Iran, world opinion will likely be more anti-US than ever
before, but this factor may also prove insufficient to deter the US. The

lack of publicity around this issue is troublesome, and more so the
implications of an attack.

**The author notes that he has not verified all findings in the above-mentioned
;
study through other sources.
Blake is an Humboldt State environmental ethics senior
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‘Jacks fall to Cal Poly Pomona
Broncos hand Humboldt State third conference loss of the season
Tatiana Cummings
Staff Reporter

The Humboldt State University volleyball team fought hard,
but unfortunately fell short last
Saturday night, losing to the Cal
Poly Pomona Broncos 3-1 in the
East Gym. The loss gave the Lumberjacks an overall record of 5-7.
‘The first game was close from
the time the first whistle was
blown. Despite the ‘Jacks’ strong
showing, the match was still taken by the Broncos 23-30.
After losing the first match, the

see Saturday night as the Broncos
went on to win the fourth and final game 27-30.
When asked what she felt went

‘Jacks’ strong back court defense

ished with 15 kills, followed by junior outside hitter Mallory Briney
with 14, and senior outside hitter

and consistent hustle from the
front court allowed them to come
up on top. Humboldt State won
the second match with a score of
30-20.

When asked how she felt after

winning

the

second

game,

sophomore middle blocker Toni
Kroetor said, “I felt like we still
could have won, we just had trouble finishing.”
The ‘Jacks started off the third

wrong

during

the game,

setter Liz Shannon said, “Too
many silly errors, hesitation, and
lack of communication.”
Even though the team did
not come up on top with a victory, three ‘Jacks finished the night
with double-digit kills. Senior
outside hitter Olivia Solomon fin-

Katie Norkunas had 11.

Also contributing were the dig
leaders of the night, senior libero
Kelly Catherina with 23. Solomon
followed her with 15, and Norkunas had 12.

Leading the ‘Jacks in sets was
junior Liz Shannon, who finished
the night with 43 sets to her teammates.

match fiercely with a 4-0 lead over
the Broncos, but quickly allowed
their lead to slip away as the Broncos bounced back and took the
match with a score of 30-20.
Game two would prove to be

Throughout the game the ‘Jacks
missed several serves, which cost
the team points that might have
turned the tide on the Broncos
and led them to a ‘Jacks victory.
When asked what the team

the only victory the ‘Jacks would

see VOLLEYBALL, next page
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Volleyball falls to Cal Poly Pomona

Waal fin raview
Update on HSU athletics over the past week.

photo by A. Dominic Efferson

Senior libero Kelly Catherina (7) sets the ball up for her teammates during Humboldt State's game
against the Cal Poly Pomona Broncos on Saturday. Catherina finished the game with 23 digs.

junior

Soddar Steinclings
Professor Harvey Kelsey in Santa Rosa hospital.
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‘Jacks lose

VOLLEYBALL:
continued from previous page
is looking to improve upon in
the next game, Solomon said the
‘Jacks will work on, “our brains

Broncos 3, ‘Jacks 1

and our mental game.”
After two consecutive weeks of
playing at home, the ‘Jacks will be
on the road for a four-game road

Cal Poly Pomona.......
Humboldt State. .... d

trip.
On

the ‘Jacks’

road

trip they

will be playing against the Sonoma

State

Seawolves,

the Cal

State Monterey Bay Otters, Cal
State Los Angeles Golden Eagles,
and the U.C. San Diego Tritons.
Their next home game will be
held Oct. 6 in the East Gym at 4
p.m. as Humboldt State hosts the
Cal State Dominguez Toros.

Gm,

Cal Poly

1 Gm.

2 Gm}

30 20
23 30

Pomona (10-1, 3-0
(Kills-Aces-Blocks)

Gm.

30 30
20° 27

CCAA)

YOUNG, Jenna 17-5-0;
KATHOL, Antoniette 12-3-3;
WILLIAMS, Vanessa 10-0-2;
GONZALEZ, Natalia 8-0-0; HOFMANS,
Anne-Marie

5-0-2; DAVIS, Jasmine 2-2-1;

HARKEY, Brittany 2-0-0; CASEY, Samantha
1-0-0, ROSA, Rafaela 0-1-0; KOLAR, Kiting
0-1-0;

Totals 65-12-5

Humboldt State (5-7. 1-3 CCAA)
(Kills-Aces-Blocks)

SOLOMON, Olivia 15-2-2; BRINEY, Mallory 14-0-4; NORKUNAS Katie 11-0-0;
WELLS, Danielle 4-1-4; SHANNON, Liz
3-0-0; BERNDT, Megahn 3-1-0; KROEKER,
Toni 2-0-1; Totals 52-4-6

~~ Getsomething to say about
this Article? Comment at: www.
—

org

Location: East Gym, Arcata
Attendance: 323
Time of Game: 2:00
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The Fiesta Grill & Cantina is open for lunch and dinner and.has its “family” of
staff offering excellent service and great food, along with a full bar sporting
Boont Amber, IPA: Eel River & Organic, Great‘White, and 70 types of Tequila
from Silver to Afiejo. The Sports Lounge features four TVs and a jukebox.
Enjoy special prices and appetizers at Happy Hour from 3- 6 PM.

Classic Pizza
Creamy garlic sauce topped with
three 100% real cheeses, fresh

$
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Week in review
Volleyball falls short in upset bid of '
No. 1 CSU San Bernardino

HSU Newman
- Community —
A Catholic student organization

Garrett Purchio
Sports Editor

Volleyball
Four games into the conference schedule, the
Humboldt State University volleyball team is finding that the California Collegiate Athletic Association is one of the better volleyball conferences in the

country.
On Saturday the ‘Jacks pulled even with the Cal
Poly Pomona Broncos after the first two matches.
However, Humboldt State dropped the next two
matches and lost the’'game 3-1 (read the article on
page 19 for more information.)
A day earlier the ‘Jacks took on Cal State San Ber-

nardino, the No. 1 ranked team in Division II volleyball. The Coyotes took care of business, sweeping the

‘Jacks in three matches.

—

Humboldt State kept the first match close. The
‘Jacks kept pace with the Coyotes and held a 16-15
lead halfway through the match. Cal State San Bernardino regained the lead but couldn't shake off
Humboldt State until the very end. The ‘Jacks cut
their defecit to one, but the Coyotes scored the next

three points to secure the win.
The next two games also went Cal State San Bernardino’s way as the Coyotes won the second match
by a score of 30-19 and the third match 30-21.
Humboldt State will be back in action this weekend when the team travels to play the Sonoma State
Seawolves and the. Cal State Monterey Bay Otters
on Friday and Saturday. Including this weekend's
games, the ‘Jacks will play eight of their next nine
games away from the East Gym.
Men's Soccer
For the second consecutive weekend the Humboldt State men’s soccer team split a pair of games.

Mass 5:30 p.m.
Sunday at Lutheran Church
Chaplain: Father Eric Freed

On Sunday the ‘Jacks could not get past Cal State

Deacon Ken Bond’

Stanislaus’ defense in a 1-0 loss. The ‘Jacks out-shot

the Warriors by ten but could not find the back of
the net. The loss dropped Humboldt State's overall
record to 4-4-0 and the conference recordto 1-2-0
in the California Collegiate Athletic Association.
Two days earlier the team took their game against
the Chico State Wildcats into overtime. Junior defender Zlatan Sahmanovic's goal in the 107th minute ended a scoreless tie and propelled the ‘Jacks to

—
of Avcota

181 E. 10th Syect

=—_=

victory.

This weekend the team will play a pair of CCAA
road games. On Friday Humboldt State will play at
the Cal State Monterey Bay Otters. On Sunday the
‘Jacks will play at San Francisco State in a match up
against the Gators.
;
:
Women’s Soccer
With a four-game road trip looming, the Humboldt State women’s soccer tried to.make the best of
a two-game home stand this past weekend.

On Sunday the ‘Jacks fell behind Cal State Stanislaus and never recovered. In the end the Warriors
shut out the ‘Jacks by a score of 2-0. Humboldt State
now possesses an overall record of 4-4-1 and is 2-11 inthe CCAA.
Friday's game against the Chico State Wildcats
went Humboldt State’s way as the ‘Jacks scored with
just over ten minutes left to pull out a 2-1 win.
Up next for the team is a pair of road games. On
Friday the ‘Jacks play at Cal State Monterey Bay and
on Sunday the team travels north to play the San

see REVIEW, next page

¢ Retreats

¢ Bible Study
¢ Social Activities

thejackonline.org
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REVIEW: Football and cross country teams on break

|

continued from previous page
Cross Country
Like football, the men’s and women’s cross coun-

Francisco State Gators.
Football

This weekend the football team had a bye and did
€:

LUTI ON

EVO

not play. The team will return to the gridiron this
weekend when they play at Menlo College in Atherton. Next Saturday the ‘Jacks will play their first.

NO RAILROAD AVE,
BLUE LAKE CroT) 668-1761

home game against the Dixie College Rebels at 6
p.m. in the Redwood Bowl.

try teams had the week off. This weekend the team
will compete in Boise, Idaho at the Pre-Regional
Meet.
§©£———W———________________~_______

Sef something to say about this Article? Comment
at: www.thejackonline.org
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CCAA Men’s
CCAA Women’s
Soccer Standings | Soccer Standings
Northern Division
School

1. Sonoma State
2. San Francisco State

CCAA

|

Northern Division
Overall

School

CCAA

Overall

3-0
2-2

4-2-1
5-3

|1. Sonoma State
|2. Cal State Stanislaus

3-0
2-1-1

4-3
4-4-1

3. Cal State Monterey Bay

1-1-2

1-1-2

|3. San Francisco State

1-2-1

2-4-1

4, Cal State Stanislaus
5. Humboldt State

1-2-1
1-2
1-3

2-4-2
4-4
3-6

|4. Humboldt State
|5. Chico State

1-2
13
0-4

3-4-2
4-4

6. Chico State

1.
2.
3.
4.

Cal
Cal
UC
Cal

CCAA

State Dominguez Hills
State Los Angeles
San Diego
Poly Pomona

Southern Division

|

Southern Division
School

6. Cal State Monterey Bay

Overall

4-0
-

5. Cal State San Bernardino

School

1.
2.
3.
4.

UC
Cal
Cal
Cal

0-4

.

CCAA

San Diego
Poly Pomona
State Dominguez Hills
State Los Angeles

5. Cal State San Bernardino

Overall

40
3-1
2-1-1
2-2
0-3-1

7-0
6-1
5-1- 2
5-2
3-3- 2

Sit in the GOT JACKS STUDENT SECTION
and win prizes during HSU home football games

ZED

joe
tar
$2),
sit
in
the
Got
Sacks
Student
Section, and be eligible to win Blue Max pizza,
Porter Street tri-tip sandwiches, t-shirts, and
an Edge Wireless phone - AT EVERY GAME!

HSU STUDENTS!
Admission to all home football games is FREE*.
*With current valid HSU student ID.

' Come to the game. Bring your student ID. Have fun.

FIRST HOME FOOTBALL GAME: Sat., Sept. 29 vs. Dixie College, 6 p.m. in Redwood Bowl
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Heather Brewer
Staff Writer

Sam Roberts isn't.against file sharing, because he knows
that media companies already have plenty of money.
“But it’s like a grocery store,’ Roberts said. “Once they
find out that you've stolen something, it's not like they're
going to say ‘okay, you can have it for free.”
Most Humboldt State University students, like Roberts,
a junior in the music department, say they know that file
sharing is illegal. They also say that they don't pirate,
especially not on campus.
In reality, they don't have to. Information Security Officer
at Humboldt State, John McBrearty, said he gets one or two
reports per month of illegal file sharing activity at Humboldt
State during the school year. Media industry companies
who monitor online activity make these reports and report

illegal media use to the network carrier of the offending IP
address. According to the Recording Industry Association of
America, file sharing is the equivalent of stealing.
Online companies like Napster have been prosecuted
and gone bankrupt because of file sharing, but the question

remains for Humboldt State students and U.S. citizens: How

does that apply to me?

ie

Mary Luong, an art and women’s studies major freshman,
thinks that there are better ways to get music than illegal file
sharing.
“Students should support local, independent bands more
or Internet radio and local radio stations,’ she said.
At Humboldt State, the Telecommunications and
Network Services department can monitor the activity of all
users logged into their network. That doesn’t mean that they
watch every move.
The university has a written policy about peer-to-peer
file sharing available online, HSU Appropriate Use Policy.
President Rollin Richmond sent outa letter in February 2005,
which said that the Radio Industry Association of America
began to issue students with subpoenas for violations of
copyright laws. Richmond said in the letter “Damages can
range from $200 per infringement for an “innocent” violation
to $150,000 per infringement for a willful violation”
Other universities in California already experienced
repercussions on campus for media piracy. An article in the

ag

seePIRACY:
page 32
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rota 3 RECIPE , Sai
Instructionss
¢ Chop the garlic and onion as finely as you can
e Lightly coat the pan with the olive oil and cook the onion

and garlic on low heat for about 5 minutes

@ ¢ Pork sausages (uncooked) — four, depending oon

»° Two

«seeds and membrane

;

» Half a small onion

‘
cloves of garlic

@ Add the sausage to the pan, and add a few teaspoons of water
¢ Brown the sausage on all sides on high heat

z

=~

warmer than low, and cover - Every five minutes, rotate the

e Pasta sauce (plain)

sausage

;

° After the sausage has been cooking for ten minutes, add the

eAy ellow or red bell yePppet

peppers.

¢ Heat the water in the pot and cook the pasta according to its
directions
¢ After another five minutes, add about 1 cup of the pasta
sauce, raise the heat to medium
¢ Cut each of the sausages in half make sure they are close to

2
Supplies:
frying pan with a

{

@Once the outside is browned, lower the heat to slightly

.

@ Olive oil

eA

.

© While that’s cooking, cut the pepper into strips, removing the

how many you re cooking for

lid

_

>. @ Small pot.

;

4

done (no longer pink in the middle)
° Cook for another 5 — 10 minutes depending on doneness
¢ Slice the sausages, add some more sauce (about half a cup),

and keep them warm until the pasta is done, and toss with

ql

%

BO Nini.

)

the pasta.
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A group of citizens are fighting the constraints
of Federal Communications Commission licensing
laws, and are getting the local music community
involved. The people at 99.9 FM Humboldt Free
Radio Alliance (HFRA) are following the path that
many before them have taken by using the airwaves
without a license. “All it can do is help the music
scene because it will give exposure to local bands,”
said Aber Miller, a former Humboldt State University
music major and local jazz pianist.
This is 99.9’s mission statement: “HFRA is a lowpower unlicensed radio collective that broadcasts for
the Northern Humboldt Bay community to promote
the people's control and use of the local airwaves,
and to resist the illegitimate corporate domination
and coinciding government control of all forms of
media.”
Rebel radio stations sprang up everywhere during
the 1920s in America. With the limited amount

of

space in the radio spectrum, signals began to cross
and interfere with each other. Broadcasters would
take any frequency they could, shooting out signals
at the highest power they could. To combat unruly
chaos the U.S. Secretary of Commerce designed an
allocation system and began assigning stations their
own frequency, times, and power allotments. People
began questioning whether this new commissions

powers and decisions were constitutional.
“The station itself is a protest,” said HFRA DJ ERock at the benefit show.
As soon as laws requiring licenses were formed,

people began breaking them. That was the birth of
pirate radio stations.

The term comes from the-first station broadcast
a radio signal without the permission of the
government in 1958. They were sending the signal
from a boat out in interfational waters, thus the
term “pirate.” The country was Denmark and the
station was called Radio Mercur.
Over three decades later in America, Steve
Dunifer started one of the most influential pirate
radio stations in the United States. His station, Free
Radio Berkeley, began broadcasting in 1993 in blatant
disregard of FCC regulations. He broadcast without
a license and was fined $20,000 in addition to being
ordered to shut down only months after starting. For

this

ad

out.
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Pablo Midence of Dragged By Horses performed with his band at the Alibi benefit concert.
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five years Dunifer continued to broadcast illegally
and used the airwaves as a venue of dissent and a call
for change in how institutions like the FCC operated.
Over those five years, Dunifer did two things; he
fought the FCC’s attempts to silence his radio voice
and he also sold kits to aspiring radio broadcasters
so they could start their own stations.
The reason why so many stations like Free Radio

Berkeley and 99.9 broadcast as pirate stations
is because of the enormous fees associated with
becoming a licensed radio station.
99.9 started its own station and has been
broadcasting without a license for years now. For a
time, they were shooting their signal out the back of
a van, for a while they had a warehouse to broadcast
from and have shows in.
To help with the cost of equipment and in
order to spread the word about free radio, they got
involved with the local music scene. “I approached
the bands with the idea,” said lan, a Humboldt Free
Radio Alliance contributor and employee at the
Alibi. He got local acts such as Dragged by Horses,

Samoa

& G Street.

Arcata -

826-1105
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Arcata Liquors
706 GUM ST ARCATA CA 9882
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M.I.A. Steve

Bret Bailey, the Cicadas, Do Not Resuscitate, Yer

Dog, and The Hitch plus out-of-towners Tirantez,
El Sonido, Floating Goat, and The Long and Short
Of It to contribute to the benefit album. The cover
was five dollars to see Dragged by Horses, Cicadas,
and Bret Bailey at the Alibi on the 15th, and the
CDs were an additional five. “For the last three years
we have been the leaders in live rock shows in the
Northern Humboldt Bay area,” said E-Rock. “It's
common knowledge that we organize and put on a
lot of shows.”
Ferndale radio station KSLG 94.1 FM has a copy
of the benefit CD and has had it in rotation for the
last few weeks. Radio personality and disc jockey
Dr. Syde has been feeling a positive response to the
album. “I've already been getting requests for the
Bret Bailey track,” he said.
The CDs will be available all around town at shops
such as The Works, Metro, and Peoples Records.
The station has gone from off the air for a year (due to no space)

to broadcasting

24/7 to now

broadcasting Thursday through Sunday.
The current schedule is Thursdays 5 p.m. - late,
Fridays 3 p.m. - late, Saturdays 12 p.m. - late, and
Sundays 1 p.m. - late.
Have something to say about this article?
Comment at thejackonline.org

TSU ALUN OWNED AND OPERATED
Hours Sun.8-10, Mon.8-11,
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HOLISTIC RESTAURANT
EXTENDS HOURS
Ann Pederson
Staff Writer

Baluka said. “The building's been around since the
‘40s or ‘50s... we changed everything [when we
moved in].”

Baluka said that one of the first things patrons
Up until now, 3 Foods Café in Arcata has been
open primarily during late afternoons and evenings. , seem to notice and comment on as they enter the
cafe is the wall of old growth redwood. The wall is
The café decided to extend their hours due to an
made entirely of two-by-six redwood planks, and
expanding patronage. The cafe will now be open for
has been up for years.
lunch Monday through Saturday.
The old redwood wall runs along the same vein
“The new hours have been great,” said Heather
of interior designing as the rest of the Café, which
Baluka, one of the 3 Foods Café’s co-owners. “We've
consists of a vaulted ceiling with several skylights,
had a good reception. It’s just a lot of people don't
earth tone fabric wall hangings, and a myriad of cast
know about it.”
First time patrons, Sandy and Larry Kerr, said
iron artwork.
In addition to the indoor seating, the cafe also
they liked it very much and have every intention of
offers an outdoor patio for those patrons less inclined
returning.
to eat or lounge indoors.
“It's unique,’ said Sandy. “The quality is excellent,
Front House Manager and co-owner, Jessica
the prices are good, and it’s got great ambience. And
Lovelady recommends that people make reservations
it’s not an HSU hangout place... yet.”
prior to coming to the cafe. She said that her top
Co-owner Naomi Beck said that the rather
unique name for the café came from a book she
three favorite dishes are The Yellow Submarine,
read, entitled The Theory of Conscious Harmony by
Beelzebub’s
Rodney Collin. She said she was impressed by the
Delight, and the
author's metaphysical relationships between food
Satchamo.
“We
are
a
and the world.
Beck is one of six co-owners of 3 Foods Café. She
fairly
small
said they all pitch in to make the place what it is.
place,” Lovelady
Baluka said that their co-op system works really
said. “We don't
want to turn
well.
“We all have our responsibilities and duties,” said
people away.”
Baluka. “And we know what needs to be done.’ But
she said that even they, the co-owners, need a break
from time to time. For this reason the café will be
The 3 Foods
closed on Sundays.
restaurant,
Baluka said when she and her fellow co-owners
located behind
decided to use the space on J Street, which used
the CO-OP in
to be an old Vinatura Winery warehouse, nearly
Arcata, will
everything had to be updated.
now be open
“(We added] electricity, plumbing, and walls,”
for lunch.
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Now open for breakfast !
Monday through Thursday 8-10am

All Fruit Smoothies
Soup. Salad, Burritos, Tamales
Los Bagels, Brio and Co-Op

All
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246i Alliance @ I8O Westwood Center
Westwood, Arcata
826.1iI95
Www.mosgos.org
Wwww.myspace.com/mosgos
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The only full service restaurant on campus
(Located adjacent to the HSU Bookstore)

Come in for a lite mach on a long lunch!
Yoin us at the counter on grab a cozy corner!
11am - 2pm Monday thru Friday

l We accept personal checks, j-points & C-cards

!

fl For reservations or orders to go please call 826-3836

u

' Present this coupon for 10% off one entree ! i
- Offer not valid with any other discounts. Expires 9.27.07
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Members of the Fencing Club practiced on the Quad during the fall club fair. The Fencing Club
meets on Thursdays from 7-10 p.m. and Saturday from 2-5 p.m. in the West Gym, room 126.
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Staff Writer

For more than 40 years the Humboldt Fencing
Club has been training students to be swordsmen
and women.
:
“We're one of the oldest clubs on campus,” said
Fencing Club President Melanie Rowsey. “(But

described

club, we're here to
fence. Not make
cookies.”

herself
as
a
“super senior”
at
Humboldt

a

State University,

fourth-year
fencing
student
is serious about
fencing
and
insists that all club
members
adopt
the same attitude.

says she’s always
found — fencing
interesting.
“I
like
martial arts and
there's a really
long _ history

@

wae | FENCING CLUB

of
dedication
and __ persistence
s
to fence,”
said
®@
Rowsey. Although
she does say that
very few people
come to the club with any level of experience.
“Virtually everyone comes in clueless,’ said
Rowsey. “[But we say] come as you are and we'll
teach you what we know.”
Her philosophy is echoed by almost all of the
returning fencing students, who are happy to share
their knowledge of blades and technique.
The principal fencing technique the club utilizes
is classical fencing.

“We practice a practically unknown style of
fencing... only three schools in the entire country
use it,” said Rowsey.
Fencing Club Secretary and Armour Benjamin
Bowles, a third-year fencing student, said that the
club is about learning the dueling art, not attempting
to do recreations.
“We practice with historical weapons. We fight
. like they would have 400 years ago,” said Bowles.
He says that the three weapons the club members
practice with are the foil, the saber, and the eppe.

SOn1@lm

'B, S|

“[The foil] is a training weapon, it teaches the

principles of combat. ‘The saber is a classical dueling
‘weapon, it’s primarily used for cutting. An eppe is
a thrusting weapon it delivers deep wounds,’ said
Bowles.
Bowles and Rowsey’s enthusiasm for fencing is
shared by their fellow club members.
First-year club member Shaina Cohen, who

we're] not a social

Rowsey,

bt

party

the

Take

ry it sate!
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|" 2"

nla

:

2007

Ss
®

in
classical
literature.
I
want to be able
to write about it
[fencing],’

said

Cohen.
Another first-year member is Bryce Peebles.
He may be new to the fencing club, but he's not
unfamiliar to having a foil in his hand.
Peebles was a competition fencer for several years
before he came to Humboldt. He says he's enjoying
the different style of fencing the club teaches.
Rowsey says that the Fencing Club*competes up
to six times a year and that all members are eligible to
compete, as long as they’re enrolled in intercollegiate
fencing.
She also says that the club furnishes all of the
necessary equipment to fence. All members need to
bring is a positive attitude and non-scuff shoes.
The Fencing Club meets on Thursdays from 7-10
p.m. and Saturday from 2-5 p.m. in the West Gym,
room 126.
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Work in one of 73 countries as a Peace Corps Volunteer! Benefits include travel & living
expenses, graduate school opportunities, student loan deferment & the most rewarding
experience of a lifetime! Join 7,749 Peace Corps Volunteers now serving. Apply online today!

:
Peace Corps Information Session:
Monday, Sept. 24th: 106 Nelson Hall, 6-7:30 p.m.
Peace Corps Application Workshops:
Sept. 24th, 25th & 26th: 115 Nelson Hall, 12-1:30 p.m.

a
Seniors:

Contact: Peace Corps Representative Michael Insalaco, 143C Nelson Hall West
707.826.3342

Apply

online

NOW

to interview

|

pcorps@humbolidct.edu
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$16M
Brett Sheills
Staff Writer

Two Humboldt State University alumni promised
a $1 million donation to build a women's shelter in
Humboldt County.
Byron Turner and Allison Minch, who both
finished their postgraduate studies at HSU in 1992,
pledged a matching donation to the Oasis Project,
their longtime vision of a self-sustainable, long-term
shelter for women and their families who have fallen
victim to domestic violence.
The money comes from the $2 million sale of

instructional software written for Created Equal, the

ILLION

FOR SHELTER
provide an advisory role to the effort with examples
of sustainable technologies.
The campus liaison for the Oasis Project is HSU
Professor Pamela Brown, part of the department of
social work who sat on Turner's thesis committee
in the early 1990s and a member of Created Equal’s
board of directors.
Brown is coordinating the project locally, and
said she is working with a grant writer to secure
a portion of the matching funds for Turner and
Minch’s donation.
“We have a general vision, but the details have
to be worked out,” Brown said. “That's where the
expertise of Humboldt State comes into play.’
Brown said she hopes to coordinate with faculty in
the departments of psychology and natural resources
to gain from their specialized knowledge and to
investigate research opportunities for students.
The Oasis Project is also partnering with an
Australian architect, fluent in green building
techniques, and
hopes to connect
works and is sustainable,
with
existing
to give the community
domestic violence

non-profit Turner and Minch founded in 1995.
The donation, half the profit of the sale, will
be coming in two installments of $500,000, to
be augmented by $125,000 each year from other
sources.
Turner and Minch are giving the money in this
fashion tocomply with
IRS rules governing
“If [the Oasis Project]
the donation of profits
then it’s a great thing
from sales by a nonhope, and to give mothers
profit organization.
Turner said the gift
an opportunity to flee the
aims to break a cycle
violence.”
of non-profit reliance
on

DONATE

ALUMS

and their families

cycle of domestic

the Oasis Project, he

hopes to demonstrate a way of doing things that
doesn't require continually drawing on the well of
resources.
“If we do this right” Turner said, “we'll only have
to give money once and then the center will support
itself?”
Turner said he was greatly influenced at HSU to
perform socially conscious work by the combination
of Jack Schaefer's class on the psychology of prejudice,
and by working at the YES house.
“The class gave me the intellectual foundation to
understand social problems, and working at the YES
house put that knowledge into a service context,’
Turner said. “I was able to take the knowledge and
apply it usefully.’
Turner said he hopes to work closely with both
the campus community and HSU alumni to design,
maintain and operate the Oasis Project, ideally
partnering with alums in established engineering
firms while offering internships to students.
On campus, Turner said he particularly hopes
to work with the Campus Center for Appropriate

Technology (CCAT), a group that promotes
sustainable solutions to the world’s resource
problems.
While not familiar with the Oasis Project, a
spokesman at CCAT said they support the idea of
a self-sustaining shelter, and would be willing to

Specializing in Collision Repair,
651

Indianola Cutoff.

Between Arcata & Eureka
(707) 442-2258
Open from 8am -5:30pm Mon-Fri

Family Owned and operated in
Humboldt County since 1973

Union Labor
Force #1596
Direct Repar service
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said.
“If [the Oasis

government

funding,
which
is
unpredictable at best.
By helping build
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Project]
works
and
is
sustainable,
HSU Professor
then it’s a great
thing to give the
community hope, and to give mothers and their
families an opportunity to flee the cycle of domestic
violence,’ Brown said.
‘The majority of existing domestic violence
programs in the region serve short-term needs of
victims, said Dawn Watkins of Humboldt Domestic
Violence Services.
Watkins said that there are several emergency
shelters around the county, but the long-term model
proposed for the Oasis Project is unique to the area.
Last year, the agency’s crisis line received about
2,800 calls from victims of domestic violence,
with nearly 700 from first-time callers in need of
immediate support services, Watkins said.
Humboldt Domestic Violence Services would
like to partner with the Oasis Project, Watkins said,
complementing her agency's varied advocacy and
connecting the Oasis Project with local victims.
Pamela Brown

Brown

said

the

Oasis

Project

hopes
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All other types too!

proud member of the
Humboldt
Sound Collective

BONGO BOY CD/DVD

(707) 839-5090
websiteat: humboldtmusic.com

Celebrating 5 Years of Sernce to Humboldt County!

No

BANK

LINES

Orlandi Valuta Services

Open Monday-Friday
10-6 * Saturday 10-3
1102 5th Street

Eureka ¢ 445.9022

Wildwood
SSS

www.wildwood.ws

to break

ground in late 2008, as long as all the funding can
be secured.

Donations of any size can be made online at www.
createdéqual.coin/oasis, the website for ‘Turner and
Minch’s non-profit.
“If enough people give their $10, and we give our
$1 million,’ Turner said, “we'll never have to go to
the well again.”
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and the 4th Dimension — Sept. 23
Stylistically, he has set very few limits on himself; he has played

fusion, rock,
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whatever

blues,

classical, Eastern music,
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Global Drum Project
(Formerly Planet Drum)

Featuring Mickey Hart, Zakir Hussain
Sikiru Adepoju & Giovanni Hidalgo
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The
Telecommunications
and
Network
Services department

conducts an_ investigation to
find the offender linked to the IP
address used. The Information
Technology Consultant closest to
the offender tells the offender to
stop the illegal activity.
Roberts and Luong agree with
the Humboldt State procedure
to deal with illegal file sharing.
Shira Dawson, a marine biology
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NATIONAL TOURING BROADWAY PRODUCTION

Breakfast Menu
Chile Relleno
made fresh daily
authentic menudo
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Te

of a big brother thing, since the
technology has changed and
they’re more capable of tracking
us, they should make it known
that we could get in a lot of
trouble.”
McBrearty and the other
TNS staff are working together
this year to consolidate all of
the information and __ policies
on technological security for
Humboldt State to make it more
accessible and easy to understand
for students, faculty and staff.
“We don't want to see any of
our students get sued over file
sharing,” McBrearty said.
McBrearty, who just started at
Humboldt State in July, thinks that
the best way to approach security
issues is through education and
awareness.
The HSU Telecomunications
and Network Services department
is not out to get students who
sail the Internet sea. They are
people concerned for the legal
ramifications that students might
face. In spite of that, pirates should
beware the media industry can
find you.

Sept. 5 issue of the San Francisco
Chronicle by Vern Kopytoff said
that both U.C. Berkeley and
Stanford recently implemented
policies that include fines for
students caught file sharing. The
article cites that these schools
tried to stop the illegal activity
through non-legal and nonfinancial means. However, the
behavior continued and now
students at Stanford pay $100 to
re-install their Internet service
when they are cut off because of
file sharing.
Since the media industry
monitors the Humboldt State
network,
it's
fortunate
for
students that media companies
contact
the university _ first.
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“ Boiler

00-Gornight they discovered the band. While the crowded
room churned with the beat, Dresser, casual and

Melody Stone
Culture Editor

Room.::

a

-

motionless, watched. The smirk on his face indicated

Larry Iglesias and Galen Dresser were in the
enjoyment. “I wasn't dancing, because I don’t think
mood for quiet emo-music when they stumbled °
I'm very good at dancing,” said Dresser after the
upon a Synapses dark carnival and then a jammin’
show. “I can see myself dancing when I’m 21 and
Moo-Got-2 concert. Since that fateful night they
can drink a bit.” Fortunately for this 19-year-old
have gone out of their ways to see the jazz-funkCollege of the Redwoods student this show was all
fusion-rock band.
ages. Moo-Got-2 doesn't play a lot of all ages shows,
Iglesias said, while catching his breath outside
when they do, Dresser jumps at the opportunity to
a
Hot Cup after dancing to Moo-Gotsee them live, even if he doesn't dance.
» “I didn’t even know who was playing... they
Chris Noonan plays the
a
an impression.” The ~
saxophone in Moo-Got-2, and
dark carnival was fun, if
has been playing with them since
“They are very danceable,
unexpected,
“We
threw
January. He had been playing in
they have a lot of energy and
rocks at plates,’ Iglesias
a band called Vinyl in the bay
said. The two events took
great musicianship.”
area. When a place in Moo-Gotplace in a couple warehouse
2 opened up he felt like he could
spaces that Empire Squared
take a greater role in writing
Art Gallery and Synapses,
Larry
Iglesias
Sisal hasidaes
and jumped on the opportunity
a performing arts center,
to move back to Humboldt.
occupied in the industrial
Noonan has lived off-and-on in
section of Eureka. The two
Humboldt for a decade. Noonan says Moo-Got-2 is
friends were trying to get to an Ian Fays concert at
more open to experimental styles than his previous
E2 and being unfamiliar with the set up found them
band, “We like to have fun, if it makes us feel good
selves making chalk drawings and being offered a
we're into it.”
peek at a bearded-lady. Eventually they found E2 on
Moo-Got-2 will be playing at the Unauthorized
the other side of the building and Moo-Got-2. “The
Art Studio off West End Road, on Sept 15th.
songs are long, but fun to listen to,’ said Iglesias.
Beyond the groovy music the band pins a white
“They are very danceable, they have a lot of energy
sheet behind them and projects video to promote the
and great musicianship.”
dance party that is Moo-Got-2. “We mostly get our
Dresser recalls that night as well, “It was a very
kicks playing live,” said Noonan, “We have a really
unique, rock-funk sound. They reminded me of
strong musical community here - Nucleus, Bucky
music I had heard in old movies.” As for how they
- Walters, Afromassive and others. We have a very
sound now, “I don’t remember them being as synthcollaborative and incessant musical community,
y but it’s a good thing.”
and that’s a rare thing to have among musicians.”
Both Dresser and Iglesias attended the MooHave something to say about this article?
Got-2 show at Muddy’s two years after the fateful
Comment at thejackonline.org
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your venue and events?

thejackonline.org online event calendar: the best way to stay informed - or keep others informed - in humboldt

county
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Anonymous
meets
every
Wednesday night from 7-8pm in

Wednesdays 7-9,
September 26th-November 14th
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MAILMAN
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BOOKS, _ including
TEXTBOOKS for cash or trade
credit. Huge selection, open
daily. Corner of 10th & H Arcata
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NORTHWEST SCHOOL __6 Seat Belts, Runs Solid 128K
© OF BOTANICALSTUDIES
Great For Gear Trips, Full Truck

BSS Room 211, 618-9228.
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1988 F350 Litre Twin Cab

now meet in SBS _ Building
Room 405. Call .442-0711 for

more
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Help Wanted
WANT

TO

MAKE

A

DIFFERENCE?
Entry-level
executive position
at youth
serving non-profit in Eureka.
Some
travel,
nights
and
weekends required.
Training
provided. Initiative, motivation,
organization
and ‘ strong
communication skills required.

Starts at $35,000. Call 707-546yon or —
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Sort recycling for weekly curbside collection

home & office paper

into just 2 categories: Paper & Containers

newspaper

junkmall
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If you don't already have residential

* garbage service with Arcata Garbage
Call 822-0304 to sign up.

Recycling is included for no extra cost!
2

Sort your recyclables into paper ee
* and containers

3.

Place materials into any two boxes or
* plastic tubs identifiable as recyclables
Leave on the curb on your designated —
day for pickup

AY

Call 822-44321

or visit

WWW.hum

Expanded curbside recycling services have been made possible by the Arcata
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MYSPACE

PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS
TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS
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YOUR
COMPLETE
BIKE SHOP
Vountain Biking
Road Biking
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Children’s

ALL 2007 BIKES
Bikes
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Women's

Bicycle

Clint

Sun-Thurs: noon - [1pm

Fri-Sat: noon - lam

Catt
COFFEEHOUSE

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS
CORNER 5TH & J. ARCATA
822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS
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